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Preface

The first edition of this book was based on the facilities available in Microsoft Office 2000. Nowadays the user is familiar with Microsoft Office 2007 and would probably shift to new versions that are likely to be available in the near future. The Operating Systems used for discussion in the first edition were DOS and Windows (98/2000), while most of the computers now operate with Windows XP/Vista.

Since one of the objectives of this book is to make the reader familiar with the software for statistics, it became necessary to revise the contents to fit into the Office 2007 environment. The revision has been made by effecting the following changes in the contents of the book.

1. The earlier Chapter 4 Windows and MS-Office for research studies has been changed to Chapter 3 with modified contents.
2. The earlier Chapter 3 Data handling and statistics through FoxPro has been removed and in its place the new Chapter 4 Data handling and statistics through MS-Access is introduced. Since FoxPro is not much in use, MS-Access has been introduced in this book. A detailed discussion of activities such as creating data files, manipulation through queries and making reports has been provided with the help of practical and live data sets. New examples have been introduced to enable understanding of Access data.
3. The earlier Chapter 10 FoxPro programming for quick statistics has been replaced with Data analysis using crystal reports. New software called Crystal Reports (CRP), which is currently used by software developers for making reports from databases, has been introduced in this edition. A large portion of data analysis in social science research can be carried out with CRP. It is a highly useful tool for producing reports from Access and Excel files.
4. The discussion in Chapter 12 is totally devoted to SPSS (with the title suitably changed). The formats used in the earlier versions of SPSS have been replaced with the contemporary versions, and the statistical aspects are thoroughly discussed with examples.
Most statistical books are focused on statistical theory versus application, but Statistics Made Simple for School Leaders presents statistics in a simple, practical, conceptual, and immediately applicable manner. It enables administrators to take their data and manage it into strategic information so the results can be used for action plans that benefit the school system.